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OPTIMAL CONTROL OF A SYSTEM WITH INTERMEDIATE CONDITIONS* 

L.T. ASHCHEPKOV 

Necessary optimality conditions are derived in the general problem of control. with 
intermediate constraints on the trajectory. It is shown that many well-known re- 
sults (see/l-ll/, for example) are some realization or 0therofthegeneralLagrange 
multiplier rule. Statements, strenghthened in comparison with existing ones, of 
necessary optimality conditions are derived for two important cases (composite and 
discontinuous) of the general problem. The importance of certain conditions is 
verifed by an example. 

1. Statement of the problem. Let there be given: an interval. I of the real line 
~z __ (--,co), sets U,W of finite-dimensional real spaces RT R' and a subset T of the 
cube I"'"1C RI*+' 

5 (0) = (r (f&J, . . .; 
For a function 5: I-+ Ii" and a point 8 =@,...., El,,) from 2' we set 

x (f%“)). We consider the control problem (Problem A) 

in which we seek the minimum of functional 6?, over controls IL(.) and ,parameters w, 0 under 
constraints of inequality, equality and inclusion types. 

We make the following assumptions. The scalar functions Dj (so,. . . ., i”, IO, a) are differ- 
entiable with respect to the arguments on an open set containing the Cartesian product 
Nn(*+l) X M, X T; the mapping f from B" X U X W X R into R” is continuous and fox fixed u, t 
has continuous partial derivatives fz, f, in a neighborhood of I+' X W; the set I?? is bounded; 
s--P<(mi-1) @+1)-i-l. A piecewise-continuous function u:R-+ U is called a control, 

while the quadruple r(.), u(.),w,e made up of the control u(.), the parameters w, 0, and the 
corresponding continuous piecewise-smooth solution sf.) of the differential equation, satisfy- 
ing the problem's constraints,is called an admissible process. An admissible process z (*), 
u(.), W, 63 is considered optimal if a number S>O can be found such that the inequality 

@, iz 0% w, 9) G Q, <r* @*), w*, e*) is fulfilled for any admissible process r* (*), a* (.), w*, B* 
answering to the conditions Ir*(t)---z(t)/< 6, ~EQ, Iw* -w/<6, IO* -0\<6. Here IzI 
is the Euclidean norm of vector z,Q is the smallest segment containing the coordinates of 
vectors B,O*. Sufficiently general problems /l-11/ without phase or mixed constraints reduce 
to the form indicated. Two special cases of Problem A for a composite and a discontinuous 
control system are considered below in Sects. 4 and 5. 

2. Necessary optimality conditions. Theorem 1. Let x(s), u(.),w,e be a process 
admissible on the interval f&,,&), in which the coordinates of vector 8 are orderedbygrowth 
and are points of continuity of the control. For the process' optimality it is necessarythat 
there exist a vector h =(n,,...,h,) and a solution, piecewise-continuous on [e,, e,] of the 
solution 9(t) of the adjoint equation 

*. = -H, (tc, x @)z u Q), w* 2)s t # %I, em-,, * . ‘, 80 

$(%-_) ==Ip(ffk+) -l&n: (k, a (e), w, 431, k =m, m -2, . . ., 1 

such that the following conditions are valid: 
1) nontriviality, sign-definiteness and complementing nonrigidity for vector h 
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I~l>O0;~j>O,i=0,1,..., P 

hjOj(X(O),W,Cl) =O,j =I,2 ,..., p 

2) transversality for the trajectory's endpoints 

* (em) = -Llm (A, X ((9, W, e), Q 03,) = L,. (h, X(e), W, e) 

3) maximum of the Hamiltonian for the control 

4) optimality of parameter w 

5) optimality of parameter e 

LO (h, z (e), W, ey 68 h 0, 68-E K (e, 7-1 

Here 

H ($9 5, 11, w, 4 7 @‘f (G u, 10, 4 

L (h, 39, . . . , xm, + w, e) = L, hj~j (~9, . . , xm, w, e) 
j=o 

K(w, w) is the conic approximation of set w at point W, which, be definition, has the fol- 

lowing property: for any finite collection of vectors 6wl,...,6ws from K(w, W) and for an 

arbitrary E> 0 we can find a function o : R” --f R’ such that 

w 1. i @wi +o(E)EII', 5=(51,,..,5J 0. /El <F 
i=1 

la(E)I/lEl-+O~ IEl+O 

The conic approximation K(e, T) is defined analogously. The vectors participating in the 

operations are reckonedtobe column vectors; the prime denotes transposition. By convention 

the symbol X'y is the scalar product of vectors X and y. The derivative Le in condition 

5) is taken relative to the differential equation system by the formula 

~~ (h, X, (e), W, e) = b (A, 5 (e), W, e)’ fb. + Lea (h, x (e), 

W, e),. . ., hxm (h, x (e), W, e)’ f IBvn + b, (h, 5 (eh 4 e)) 

Notes. lo. For interior points 0~ T whose coordinates are the control"~ points of 

discontinuity, instead of 5) there hold the conditions 

+ IL%, (h, z (e), w, B)'f lsk+ + Lek & 2, (e), w, WI > 0, k = W, . . . . m 

where fle,-, f(eh+ are one-sided limits of the function t--f (z (t), u (t), W, t) at point t = Ok. 

2’. If among the coordinates of 0 there are equal ones, say, t3-1 < EJ = IZI~+,= . ..= Bj<tIj+,, 

then from the jump condition for the adjoint function follows 

The proof of Theorem 1 consists in constructing the cones of variations of the optimal 

trajectory, with a subsequent application of the convex set separability theorem /12/, or in 

the reduction of Problem A to a special finite-dimensional mathematical programming problem in 

which the parameters of the optimal process' variations /13/ are the unknowns. Although it 

requires the proof that the Lagrange multipliers are independent of the variation's parameters, 

the second method is shorter. 
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3. Discussion of the results. Let us compare the statement of Problem A and the 
necessary conditions obtained with those known in the literature. The case when the data of 
Problem A are independent of the parameters, the intermediate controls axe absent and the set 

TCRa is described by the inequality BO<el has been worked on repeatedly (see /11,13/, for 
instance). The corresponding statements of Theorem 1 coincide with the ones known: in this 
connection condition 4) is trivial, while from 5) follows &a=0 because set T is open. A 
variant was suggested in 161 of a variational problem with time discontinuities, i.e., the 
control process is examined on several pain&se-nonintersecting or abutting each other in- 
tervals Cl& < t < k&&+x, k = o,i, . . .1 /I. The values of the trajectory at the intervals' endpoints 
are related by compatible equality constraints. This variant reduces to Problem A if we set 
m= 2h+2 and specify set T by the inequalities e,< Cll<...<e,. In /6/ it was proposed that 
the optimal values of parameter 8 be found from the equation L, = 0. By condition 5) the 
latter is true for the interior points of set T. In the general case this condition does 
not obtain for the boundary points, Control problems for step systems /2,5/, with discontin- 
uous constraints on the control /4/ or with separated discontinuities of the phase trajector- 
ies /8/, are special cases of Problem A ; the corresponding results ensue from Theorem 1. A 
stationarity condition for the Hamiltonian along the optimal process has been obtained in /7/ 
for Problem A under the assumptions that set T is open and the system is controllable. As 
seen from the statement of Theorem 1 a stronger condition 3) is true, and without the addit- 
ional assumptions mentioned above. 

4. Composite systems. Following /2/, a control system is called composite if it is 
described on different time intervals by different differential equations and by certain end 
connections of the trajectories' junctions. Let us analyze in detail one composite control 
system problem (Problem B) 

@II (2" @c*f,. . *, 5u (O,.,); lzy&),. . .) I’ (tl,,,); 201,. . ., u” f 
El 01,‘ , ., eos; Blr,. . ., 0,~) -+ min 

@jj' (s"+r @o, i+& CC' feji), w”, &+I, eo.<+,, e,,) < 0, j = 1,2,. . ., pt 

%* (~*+’ (6, i+l), 2 text), d, wi+l, eo, i+l* e,i) =_ 0, j = pi + 
1 ,. 1 ., Qi> i 72 0, 1,. . ., N 

dr'ldt = f (ri, ui, w<, t), eof < t < eli 

1 f finit ui E @ c R’i, zui E Wi E R’i, Boi ( eli 

i = 1,2,. . ., N 

where @,,@ji are smooth functions of the arguments 

y’ z Z* (a,,), zk = xk (B,~), wk, e,!,, elk, k - 0, 1,. . ., N 

independent of z", z@, 8,0 when i -0 and of y"+', u)'+l, 00..~+l when i N, and the f are func- 
tions with the same analytic properties as f. Problem I3 reduces to Problem A if we set 

R" -2. fin* x . . . x R”-y, U = U1 x . . :; U\ 
w w x . . I x iv.\’ 

0 - (e,,,. ., fh h,. . ., w 

and specify the set T C r(zv by the inequalities eoi ( 0,i, i =- 1,2,. . ,, N. Let us write out the 
necessary optimality conditions for Problem B. Without loss of generality the controls u'f.) 
can be taken to be continuous at the ends of the segments [& eziJ; therefore, we obtain the 
following result as a corollary to Theorem 1. 

Theorem 2. For the optimality of the admissible +' (a),~;(.), wi,eOL, O,i, i = $,2,. . ., N in 
Problem B it is necessary that there exist a nontrivial collection of numbers h,, hji, j :=1,2,..., 

qi, i 7 0, 1,. . ., N and the solutions d(t), i = 1,2,:. ., N, continuous on K4i, eliI, of the 
adjoint equations 

such that the following relations are valid: 
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1) X0 > 0, hi" > 0, j = 1,2,. . ., qi, i = O,l,. . ., N 

hi @i (.) = 0, j = 1,2,. . ., qi, i = 0,1,. ., N 

2) @ (0,i) = LJ (.), I$ (9,i) : - Lzi (.), i ~z 1,2, . . ., N 

3) Hi (I/I’ (t), zi (t), ui (t), wi, t) =. max Hi (# (t), xi (t), v, w”, t) 
La+ 

&c E Ii (22. If’). i=l.2,....‘?- 

5) LI,i (.)'I+ (si (h,), ui (O,j), zai, 8,J + Lo,,, (.) = 0 

L;i (.)'/'(z' (%i), ui (e,i), lui, &J + Lqi (.) 0 

i = 1, 2, . . ., N 

Here 

H’ (I$, 2, 2, wi, t) (@)‘f (2, 2, wi, t) 

The symbol (.) denotes the collection of arguments of the corresponding functions and of their 
derivatives on the optimal process. 

Problems with intermediate limitations of inequalities type at a nonfixed instant /1,2,4, 
5/ (also /7/, pp.123, 127 (of the Russian translation)) or with an inequality type condition 
at a fixed instant (/lo/, p.174) are covered in the statement of Problem B; the corresponding 
results follow from Theorem 1. We note that the theorem's assertions are valid without the 
additional assumptions of nondegeneracy and controllability of the systems, adopted in /2,7/. 

5. Discontinuous systems. By a discontinuous system we mean a system of ordinary dif- 
ferential equations with a piecewise-continuous right-hand side. Necessary optimality condi- 
tions for discontinuous control systems are very well known /14-18/ when the optimal traject- 
ory intersects the surface of discontinuity without one-sided tangencies. Cases of tangency 
were studied /19,20/ under rather strong assumptions on the problem's data. We show below 
that a part of the assumptions can be eliminated if the discontinuous control system is reduc- 
ed /l/ to a problem with intermediate controls and then Theorem 1 is used. Consider the dis- 
continuous control problem (Problem C) 

Q'o (5 (to), 5 (Q, t0, &) * min 

@j (I (to), 5 (tl), t0, tl) < 0, i ~~ 1, 2,. ., p 
@j (5 (to), 5 (tJ, t,, tJ =- 0, i -= p + 1,. ., q 

1 

f-(z.u,t). g&t) <n 
l.‘= f’(x.u,t), g (2, t) > 0 
5 E R”, u E u c. I?‘, t, < t, 

Here U'j (so, sl, t 0, tI) and g(r, t) are smooth scalar functions defined, respectively, on R" x 

R" x R x R and R” x R, f-, f’ are continuous mappings from R” x U x R into R”, with con- 

tinuous partial derivatives f=-, f,‘, q --p< 2n + 2. Let the problem's solution comprise of: a 
pair of numbers t, < t,, a control ~:[t~,tr]+ U from the class of piecewise-continuous func- 
tions, and a continuous piecewise-smooth function r:[t,, t,l+R” satisfying the differential 

equation in the sense of /21/. Assume further that the equation g@(t), t)= 0 has a single 

root t =z on the interval (to! Q. Following the scheme outlined, we set up the auxiliary 
problem (Problem D) 

% (Y (9,). z (e,), 9,, 0,) -+ min 

% (Y (e,), z (e,), 9,, 9,) G 0, j = 1,2,. . ., P 
@j (Y oh), z w, eo7 0,) -: 0, i = P + 1,. . ., q 
g (Y h) 4) = 0, Y w,) -Z (0,) = 0 

Y’ = f’ (Y, u, t), z’ =m fY (z, u, t), y E R”, z E R”, u E u, 0, < 8, < e2 
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The functions f',f2 are defined thus on the set R" X u X R. The set of solutions of the 
inequalities g< 0, g&O are denoted G-, G+, respectively. Obviously, G-7 G+C R"+'. We 
set f' = fa =f- if for to< t< t, the graph of function r(t) lies in G- and f’ -f-, f2 =f’ 
if the graph successively intersects the kernels of G-, G+. These functions are specified 
analogously in the remaining cases. Problems C and D are said to be compatible if an 
optimal process yf (.),Z* (s), u*(*),E$', 01*, iY&* of Problem D exists generating an admissible pro- 
cess of Problem c: 5 = g* (t), u = U* (t), Bo* < t ;-(: eI*; I.= Z* (t), u = zi* (t), e,* < t < es*. We see 
that under the condition of compatibility of Problems C and D the process Y(.),Z(*), u(*), 
O. =t,, 13, =T, e2 = t, corresponding to the optimal control u(.) and to the initial condition 

y (r) = z (z) = z (7) satisfies all the conditions of Problem D and is optimal. Let us write 
out the necessary optimality conditions for it (Theorem 1). Since these conditions are sim- 
ultaneously necessary for the optimality of the process s (a), u (a), t,, t, in Problem C,the final 
conclusion can be given as: 

Theorem 3. Let Problems C and D be compatible. If the process x(,),U(.), t,, t, of 
Problem C is optimal and along it the equation R@(t), t) = 0 has a single root t =r in the 
interval (to, tl) then there exist a vector h =(&,..., h,), a number 
continuous for tE It,, tl], t+ z‘,of the adjoint differential equation 

p, and a solution II, (t), 

such that 

Here 

Theorem 3 generalizes the results in /14-17/ in two directions: to more general discon- 
tinuous problems with consistent constraints on the trajectory's end oints 
tangency, characterized by the equalities F (x(z), z) = 0, gz (5 (T), ‘h)’ X* T -) -j- g, (x((z), T) = 0. P 

and to the case of 
In 

the majority of investigations /12,14,16-18/ the tangency case is excluded from analysis, In 
/19,20/ it is examined under rather rigid assumptions on the functions f,f". AS we see from 
the statement of Theorem 3, the anomality of the tangency case shows up in the fact that the 
last condition in 4) determined not the multiplier p but yields the additional relation 

5) + (z -I-)' 1.2' (z--J - 2' (T $)I = 0 

on the adjoint variables and, through them, on the vector h. The latter circumstance proves 
to be very essential. 

Example. Let the conditions of Problem C be 

c.zl (ti) -i za (t,)/aamin; to= 0, t,‘- 2 = O 
Xl&)=: zz(t,) = 0; 51. = U1, se' = Us, g = --5fi - (II - I)% < 0 
II' = 0, I,' = -i,p> 0; 0 ;\c U,, Uz< i 

For a small a>0 the control r+(t) = 1, un(r)= O,O< a<Z, is optimal; the corresponding trajectory 
2, ff) = t, .z* (2) = 0, 0 < t Q i; 2% ft) = 0, z* (t) = i - t, 1< tg2 is tangent to the line of discontinuity 
g=o at the instant I= 1. In this case the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are fulfilled and the 

necessary optimality conditions are satisfied for h,=O, p<O. The equality h,= 0 turns out 
to be a consequence of requirement 5). We note that conditions 5) and 3) are not fulfilled 
when A,== 1. Hence it follows that the results in /15/ are, in general, inapplicable to the 
tangency case. The example here shows as well that in discontinuous control systems a direct 
analog of the maximum principle (relations 1)--41 of Theorem 3 without the last equality in 
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4)) is not valid in the general case even with discontinuous adjoint functions. From it fol- 
lows, however, that piecewise linearity of the discontinuous system with respect to the phase 
variable does not guarantee the convexity of the attainability set. By direct calculations 
it can be verified that at instant t---2 the attainability set is the union of a square and 

of an isolated point on the plane. 
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